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About me
As an American expat studying in the UK, I know the impact that
experiencing new places can have on a person. My brand focuses on
affordable travel, UK lifestyle, and expatriate adjustment strategies.
When you partner with me, you will know that you are getting an
authentic individual who wants to achieve success on both sides.
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SERVICES

INSTAGRAM POST
A single post which will reach my followers
and beyond, with intentional and well-
researched hashtags. 

INSTAGRAM STORIES
Engaging and personable stories, where I
provide honest thoughts and opinions,
alongside well-documented photography.

INSTAGRAM REEL
Proud to say this is where I excel - I am
confident in my editing abilities and in my
knowledge on the reels algorithm. Can provide
photos and videos at an additional cost.

WHAT CAN I DO FOR YOU?

As my travel blog's followers grow by 40% a month, I expect to attain a few thousand engaged followers
by the end of the year. I am beginning my outreach to partnerships, and want you be to a part of it. I
offer high quality photos, exposure on various social media channels, and referrals in the future. 

I am confident in the services I produce, and know you will be as well!

BLOG POST
1000-2000 words post on topic of your
choice. This word count has been proven to
perform best with my audience.

FACEBOOK POST
My Facebook posts reach a unique audience
from other social channels. We'll identify
which formatting works best for your brand.

CONTENT CREATION
The full package. Photography, editing,
caption generation, hashtag strategy, and
more. My expertise for your social channels.

*Prices may vary - please reach out for additional details.
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